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Abstract
Data mining is a most appropriate discipline which clubs up
statistics, database technology, knowledge discovery, pattern
recognition, machine learning, business, natural disaster and
other areas. It interferes and integrates in such a manner which
is the most suitable for identifying a valid, logical and
understandable pattern to influence the expansion and
productivity of an operation, profitability, increase in sales and
retail measurements, prediction of natural disaster, less faulty
production, desired human resources.
What is Data? A fact and figure What is knowledge? Data
collected in such a manner that we know about the data. What
is information? Flowing of proper data through
communication. What is Statistics? Based on data, knowledge
and information is a decision maker and systematic evidence
based on intellectual science.
This Paper will give an idea of the importance and significance
of data mining in a manner that the knowledge acquired by
learning descriptive data mining can be easily applied on
predictive action. It also targets to fragment the fascinating
correlations,the maximum used arrangements and alliances
among the products in product range in the proceeding
database.Once the understanding and concept on descriptive
data modelling is clear the application on predictive model
becomes easy, productive and more appropriate to take
decision positively to footprint the accomplishment of the
overall system.
Objective: - This paper mainly discusses various types of
Association Rule application so that various algorithms used
for association rule can be easily understood. With the proper
pictorial example, we can integrate the application and the need
for algorithm to find the pattern and use the algorithm for future
prediction. The main objective is to assess the association
pattern and its impact on various business-like retail, customer
handling, cross marketing, future prediction. Though, different
objective measures define different association patterns with
different properties and applications.
The first measure is the level of break apart between product in
a product range which is bounded up with sales strategy, and

the second is the objective measure that intends to discover
unexpected rules and handling the same in the database.

INTRODUCTION
Data mining can be bifurcated into three groups a) Descriptive
b) Predictive c) Perspective
Descriptive Data Mining: In simple language we collect a big
data and then break into smaller parts and then take a view on
the smaller part in an understandable format. It is easy to
identify the most suitable pattern on a small data and also use
the past format for future analysis. Thus, descriptive data
mining gives an inner idea of what is been happening in the
company for last few years. It avails previous information in an
easily digestible format for the benefit of a wide business
audience. This data mining does not concentrate much on cause
and effect relationship. Most unusable methods for descriptive
analysis are observations, surveys and case studies. One
example of day to day life is going to a super market and buy
only the things required by you or jotted on your shopping list.
Other examples are Inventory system, Sales report, HR System
etc. of any business.
The methods used for Descriptive Data mining are a)
Association Rule b) Clustering
Association: This defines a data mining function that gives
an idea of the likelihood of the co-occurrence of items in a
collection. The relationships between co-occurring items are
expressed as association rules. Association rule mining is a
procedure which is meant to find frequent patterns,
correlations, associations, or causal structures from data sets
found in various kinds of databases such as relational
databases, transactional databases, and other forms of data
repositories. The data mining process which includes
Association rule which in turn, observe rules that may govern
associations and causal objects between sets of items. So,
in a given transaction with multiple items, it tries to find the
rules that govern how or why such items are often bought
together. For example, flowers, candle, gift, chocolates are
many times bought together because a lot of people like to
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present flower bouquet with candle chocolate, gift together for
birthday celebration.
Support and Confidence are the two primary coins of
association rules. This concept identifies the relationships and
rules generated by analyzing data for frequently used if/then
patterns. Association rules are usually needed to satisfy a userspecified minimum support and a user -specified minimum
confidence at the same time.
The main applications of Association rule mining:
Basket data analysis - is to analyze the association of purchased
items in a single basket or single purchase as per the examples
given below.
Meet Carolyne she has her own business of floral shop where
she sells different kinds of flowers, flower vase, manure, seeds,
fountains, candle, bouquets, gift items etc. Of course, she has
many fixed customers, still she has noticed some customer feels
a bit frustrated after shopping in her shop if they want to buy
flowers as well as few more items like pots, candle, manure etc.
She has realized that the way she has spread her items at the
shop the customers either pick only one item and look for other
items not only that the customers pick the varieties like rose and
lily or complaint of varieties like tuberose, glandulous,
chrysanthemum etc. She also noticed that the bouquets, candles
and gift items are not moving well as they are not placed at
proper place. She realizes that there is a need to reorganize the
store by doing a research and survey for better sale by picking
more than one item by customer at one go.
Market basket analysis is the process of dealing with
combinations of items that are often purchased together in one
transaction. So, if a customer buys one item, according to
market basket analysis, they are certain to an extent likely to
buy another item.
Items are the things that the customers are purchasing. For
example, each item is a product that Carolyne has in her store.
When there is a group of items, this is called a range of items.
Transactions are the groups of items that are purchased
together. So, if a customer buys a candle and a bouquet all items
occur together in one transaction.
The probability that a customer will purchase an item is known
as support. In other words, if Caroline is able to identify popular
products that many or most of her customers purchase, then she
would have support of that item or item set. For example, if
most of her consumers buy flowers and candles then both the
flowers and candles will have great support.

Figure 1. Represents Market Basket Analysis

Cross marketing - deals with promotion of one product with
other as the products not only complement each other but also
carry out other businesses that supplement your own business
but not contenders. For example, Airtel, Videophone
showrooms campaign for varieties of data plan for obvious
reasons. Cross-promotion is a form of marketing promotion
where customers of one product or service are targeted with
promotion of a related product. A typical example is crossmedia marketing of a brand University for example University
promotion will include the website, different courses, student’s
achievement etc.
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Figure 1.2 Represents Catalog Design
Catalog Design - the selection of items in a business’ catalog
are often designed to complement each other so that buying one
item will lead to buying of another. For example, a car
showroom will present a catalogue with different company
cars, car accessories, engine oil etc. Thus these items are often
complements or much related and not only useful for the seller
but also to customer.
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Loss leader Analysis :This process includes bringing more
number of customer i.e it concentrates more on foot falls of
customer rather than making profit. For example, a book seller
will like to get more books sold having less profit rather than
making more profit by selling few books.
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Figure 1.3 Represesnts Loss Leader Analysis
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Some Important Terms:Product Range: A group of one or more products. For example,
from the above table {Flowers, Candles}
An item set is known P- product range if it contains P items.
Support count {} Number of times product range occurs i.e. the
number of occurrences {Gift items, Vase} = 3 {Flowers,
Candles} =2
Support: And product range that contains the fraction of data
items
For example, Support {Candles, Gift items} =2/4=
Support: -Support (sometimes referred as frequency) is simply
a probability that a randomly chosen transaction T in data base
contains both items sets Flowers and Candles.

a) AIS Algorithm: When the resultant of association rule gives

rise to one item only is represented by AIS algorithm. To
explain rules like P ∩ Q ⇒ R can be generated but not the rules
like P⇒ Q ∩ R. This system runs over the entire database. It
scans with multiple passes on the entire database for all records.
While scanning the first pass those data items are counted
which are large in number and are present most of the time.
They are categorized as large data sets. Every large dataset with
every pass generates candidate data sets. The product in
product range whose support for the calculate is less than its

Mathematically, support (Flowers ⇒ Candles) T = P (Flowers
⊂ T ∧ Candles ⊂ T) = total # of transactions # of transactions
containing both Flowers and Candles pacifies a simplified
notation that support (Flowers ⇒ Candles) = P (Flowers ∧
Candles)
Confidence: - Confidence (sometimes called accuracy) is
simply a probability that an item set Candle is purchased in a
randomly chosen transaction T in Database given that the item
set Flowers are also bought. Mathematically, confidence
(Flowers ⇒Candles) transaction T= P (Candles ⊂ T | Flowers⊂
T) total # of transactions containing Flowers # of transactions
T database containing both Flowers and Candles shall use a
simplified notation that confidence (Flowers ⇒ Candles) = P
(Candles | Flowers.

minimum value is deleted from the transaction record.
Candidate item sets generation and frequent item sets
generation process iterate until any one of them becomes
empty. After all the candidate product in product range and
frequent product in product range are presumed to be reserved
in the main memory, memory management is also proposed for
AIS when memory is not enough. This algorithm uses NoSQL
database. The above diagram explains the concept of AIS
algorithm.
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Merit:-

6.

This algorithm gives an idea of relationship between different
categories of a client’s buying

for all Product in product range MaT belongs to BigT
do begin

7.

CountT = 1-extensions of MaT belongs to CountT do

8.

If (Candidate belongs to Counti) then

9.

Add 1 to the count of Candidate in the corresponding
entry in Counti else

Characteristics.

Demerit:-

Add candidate to Counti with a Count of 1

1.
Many candidate item sets arise and as the data base
scanning process continues reduces from smaller to smallest
and the no specified data structures are used to maintain the
candidate item sets.

10. end
11. Bigi={Candidate belongs to Counti |Candidate.count
>=Minimum support };

Steps to perform AIS Algorithm

12. End

1.

Big1 = {Big1- Product in Product Range };

2.

for ( i= 2; Bigi-1 not equal to Null i++ ) do begin

3.

Counti = Null;

4.

for all transactions T belongs to the data base DB do
begin

5.

BigT= Subset{Bigi-1,T)\\ bigger product in product
range contained on transaction T

13. Answer = Upperi Loweri
Here as the database is scanned, gives rise to candidate product
in product range and number of candidate product in product
range are counted at the end of each scanning.

Figure 1.5 Pictorial Representation of SETM Algorithm
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b) SETM Algorithm:- This algorithm works more like AIS

algorithm, the SETM algorithm makes multiple passes over the
database. In the first pass, it counts the number of every product
which appears and determines which of them are large or more
visible in the database. Then, it generates the candidate product
from the range extending large Product sets from the previous
pass. In addition, the SETM tallies the identification number of
product range which are available at transaction database which
in turn, generate the candidate product from product range
which are counted at the exit of each pass. In the table the
identification number of Transaction product range is saved
along with candidate product range in a sequential manner.
The candidate product in product range is not counted
regularly but counts the end of each pass by finding the total
number of candidate product ranges. In relational database
JOIN command is used to generate candidate product range.
This algorithm is used for relational database using SQL
commands. The above diagram explains the working of SETM
algorithm.

3) for ( i= 2; Bigi-1 not equal to Null i++ ) do
begin
4) Counti = Null;
5) for all transactions T belongs to the data base
DB do begin
6) BigT= {Ma belongs to Bigi-1| Ma.tid= T.tid
} // Big (i-1)product contained in product
range contained in T
7) for all Product in product range MaT belongs
to BigT do begin
8) CountT = 1-extensions of MaT contained in
T; // Candidates in T
9) Counti += ;{T.tid,candidate>| candidate
belongs to CountT
10) end

Merit: - 1. As Identification number of transaction record
keeps a copy of candidate item thus both are kept together in a
sequential presentation.

11) end

Demerit: - 1. This algorithm keeps both the identification item
and candidate item of the transaction record thus needs more
storage space to store transaction records. 2.It is not very
convenient to use for relational Database. 3. For every
candidate item set, there are as many operations as each
operation is associated with support value and occupies the
maximum memory.

13) Delete all Product available in the range for
candidate Counti for which Candidate.count
< minimum support giving Bigi;

Steps to perform SETM algorithm

15) Sort Bigi on identification number in
Transaction tid DB;

1) Big1 = {Big1- Product in Product Range};

12) Sort Counti on Product given in Product
Range;

14) Bigi = {Ma.product, count of Ma in Bigi>|
Ma belongs to Bigi };//combined with step
13

16) end

2) Big1 = {Big1 -Product in Product range
together with the identification number of
transaction tid data base DB and products
appear, on sorted manner);
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Figure 1.6 Pictorial Representation of APRIORI Algorithim

c) APRIORI Algorithm: Apriori algorithm is the most

prominent and used association rule algorithm. In Apriori
algorithm the candidate product in product range arise by
scanning the previous passes where large product range appear.
All the large product range are joined together of the previous
passes and others are deleted whose existence is scanty among
the transaction records of the database. Then putting the large
product in the range and the same product from the previous
pass and deleting those subsets which are small in the previous
pass without considering the transactions in the database. The
main consideration is of large product range of the previous
pass, the number of candidate large product range is
significantly reduced. Apriori uses a "bottom up" approach,
where frequent subsets are extended one item at a time (a step
known as candidate generation). This algorithm forces to
generate the frequent products from the product range which
can be used to the database and associated with association
rules to generate a pattern. The above picture explains the
working of Apriori algorithm.
Merits:1.

Large product in product range property usage is
predominant.

2.
3.
4.

Easily parallelized
Easy to implement
The Apriori algorithm implements level-wise search
using frequent item property

Demerits:1.
2.
3.
4.

Database scanning takes place many times for
calculating periodic product (reduce performance)
It assumes that transaction database is memory
resident
Generation of candidate item to different sets is
expensive (in both space and time)
Support counting is expensive • Subset checking
(computationally expensive)

Steps to execute Apriori algorithm
1) Big1=Check_Frequent_1_Product in Product range
(Transaction T)
2) For ( I=2; Li-1 not equal to NULL; I++)
{ // generate the CountI from the BigI-1
3) CountI=candidate generated from BigI-1;//get the
product PK with minimum support in CountI
Using Big1(1<=K<=I)
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4) P=Get_Product_minimum_support(CountI,Big1);//ge
t the target product with identification number that
contain product P
5) Tgt=Get_transaction_identification_number(P)
6) For each transaction T in Tgt do

7) Increment the count of all products in CountI that are
found in Tgt;
8) BigI=Products in CountI>=minimum_support
9) end;
10) }
Return Upper K Lower K

d) FP-Growth Algorithm: It is used for multiple database

looks or shorter ones recurrently and then joins the suffix. It
uses the least frequent items as a suffix, offering good
selectivity. The method substantially reduces the search costs.
When the database is large, it is sometimes unrealistic to
construct a main memory-based FP tree. An interesting
alternative is to first partition the database into a set of projected
databases, and then construct an FP-tree and mine it in each
projected database. Such a process can be recursively applied
to any projected database if its FP-tree still cannot fit in main
memory

scanning. Here first we take the database. Then we offer
partition into the database for various partitions. FP-growth
method searches the least frequent items as a suffix and then by
joining the suffixes finds the long frequent patterns. Finding
the long frequent patterns through least frequent item is
considered the best selection procedure.
The diagram above explains the working of FP growth
algorithm.
This handles the problem of finding the most common existing
patterns whose longevity is more than other products. It also
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The discovery and study of all the algorithms for the
association rule is a most successful and most vital role in the
data mining, is a very active research area in current data
mining. Its goal is to discover all frequent models in the product
used in product range.

Merits:1.

Faster than Apriori algorithm

2.

No candidate generation

3.

Only two passes over dataset

4.

Uses productive ,scalable for mining both long and
short frequent patterns.

The current research work carrying on are mostly `focused on
the development of effective algorithm. This paper portraits
the different applications of Association rules signifying data
mining and widely used to analyze retail basket or day to day
data, and are calculated to figure out strong rules used in
transaction data for estimating investitive concern based on the
concept of strong rules like Joint promotions, co-op advertising,
bundled offerings etc.

Demerits:1.

FP algorithm tree may not fit in memory

2.

FP algorithm tree is expensive to build

We have also discussed in this paper AIS, SETM, Apriori, FPgrowth four association rule mining algorithms with their
example: Comparison is done based on the above performance
criteria. Each algorithm has some advantages and
disadvantages. It is also strongly visible that there is an
improvements on number of scanning ,more storage
utilization,optimal design acceptance for effective and decisive
mining.From the above comparison we can conclude that, FPgrowth performs better than all other algorithms.

Steps to follow for simple FP Growth
Begin
1) Frequent Pattern {};
2) Insert len1 regular pattern in Frequent Pattern
3) Until all regular patterns in frequent pattern are
scanned do begin
4) Generate a can product from the product range from
one or more frequent patterns in Frequent pattern
5) If (support {product, Transaction in DB}>=support
6) Add Product to frequent pattern range to set new
Frequent Pattern
7) end
8) end
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Application of Association:
The applications include:
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